Introducing, ReefLink
Quick Start Guide

ReefLink Setup

1. Plug-in your ReefLink to a computer with the supplied USB cable (no power) and allow drivers to be installed if necessary.

2. Download and run the ReefLink Setup application at: http://tiny.cc/ree/finlink

* The ReefLink setup application is available for both Mac OS X and Windows.

ReefLink Setup Troubleshooting

- Check any antivirus and firewall settings on your computer that may prevent your ReefLink from connecting to EcoSmart Live.
- If the ReefLink setup process doesn’t start automatically after opening the application, disconnect the ReefLink from USB then reconnect again.
- If you elect to connect your ReefLink wirelessly and the setup process doesn’t find any WiFi networks, click the refresh button to try again. If no WiFi networks are found, click the Start Over button and setup with Ethernet.
- If your ReefLink is having trouble communicating with your Radions, your ReefLink may be receiving RF interference - try relocating your ReefLink so that the ReefLink is not in close proximity to devices such as; cordless phones, media extender boxes, baby monitors or any other devices that also communicate using RF.

* The ReefLink setup application is available for both Mac OS X and Windows.